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Old Mambrino Chief.

Mambrino Chief was bred by Richard Eld
ridge, of Dutchess County, N. Y., foaled in
1844, sired by Mambrino Paymaster, the sire
of Iola, Lady Moore, and other celebrated
trotters. Mambrino Paymaster was got by
Mambrino, a Thoroughbred son of imp. Mes
senger, dam said to be by imp. Paymaster.
Mambrino Chief was the best son of Pay
master. He trotted a trial under saddle in
2.36. He also trotted on the Washington
Hollow track to harness in 2.32, showing him
self to be a good trotter under weight of a
large commanding form. This gift he trans
mitted to some of the most celebrated horses
that had ever appeared on the trotting course.
When standing in Ulster and Dutchess coun
ties, N. Y., he got no renowned trotters, but
when transferred to Kentucky, he became
the sire of some of the most wonderful trot
ters of the age in which he lived. He entailed
his indomitable energy and iron will unim
paired on his descendants, who were gifted
with the most marvellous flights of speed,
and undaunted courage, of any family that
had ever left their mark upon their tablets
of the race-course. In the winter of 1854 he
was purchased by James B. Clay, and taken
to Kentucky. In 1858, Mr. Clay sold him to
Gray & Jones, of Woodford County, Ky.—
where he died, in March, 1862—for $5,020.
Mambrino Chief was coupled in Kentucky
with high-bred mares. The cross appeared
to nick, and produced the finest horses in the
State. He was coupled with the descendants
of Bertrand, Pacific, Gallatin, Eclipse, Lance,

Medoc, and imp. Mambrina, half-sister to
Messenger, all kindred blood with Mambrino
Chief. In re-uniting this blood-relation after
long separation, it regenerated the breed, and
gave new life and vigor to the issue. Many
renowned horses that have made the trotting
turf memorable, come down from his loins.
He got Lady Thorne, the queen of her day.
She would have left a formidable record to
overcome, except for an accident that retired
her from the turf.
Mambrino Chief got nine performers that
have trotted from 2.30 down to'2.181—the
produce of seven years’ service in the stud.
His sous and daughters are prolific in speed,
and have filled the laud with trotters. There
is scarcely a trotter of great distinction now
on the course but that carries in his veins the
quickening influence of the blood of Mambri
no Chief. They have mixed well with the
Pilots, a family that sprang from a French
pacing stallion. They have improved other
families by crossing in their kind temper,
and modifying vicious propensities by their
powerful inheritance. They have tempered
the fiery ambition of others, whose brainless
heads had baffled the skill of trainers, and
who had become unmanageable and worth
less. The cross front* this prepotent family
put brains into the issue from worthless brutes
and converted them into level-headed trotters.
No horse ever did more improve the breed of
horses in Kentucky than Mambrino Chief.
The coarse points in the breed have been
refined through the crucible of Thorough-
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bred crosses, and it now constitutes the finest transmit his speed and stamina to his off
forms to be found in the trotting family. spring. His colts will put ou the spirit and
They not only have good form, but superior ,courage of their sire; they will fight over
action, that moves like machinery, without iagain the battles of their fathers upon the
friction or ill balanced action to exhaust the isame fields, rendered memorable by the gal
motive power. It is open, square trotting, Jlant contests of their illustrious progenitors.
with good reach and quick gather, that make 'The names of great horses will live ou after
sad havoc of time. The Mambrinos are pro- 1their bones have crumbled into dust. They
verbial for not wasting their powers by trot- 1have raised their own monuments through
ting in the air, or mincing their step, or dwell- the
1 fame of their successors in blood.— Ob
ing in their gait; they have the long, low, *server, in Live-Stock Journal.
sweeping stride and quick gather, that make
good time without exhausting their physical 1Primary Thoughts on Educating the
powers.
Trotter.
They number, in the male and female lines
{Continued from October Number.)
some of the most distinguished horses on the Having already considered the advantages
trotting turf. They are represented in blood tof commencing to handle the colts when they
by such wonderful trotters as Trinket, record fare but a few weeks old, the best methods to
2.14; Edwin Thorne, record 2.164; Black 1be adopted in giving them their early lessons,
Cloud, record 2.174; H.annis, record 2.171; and
a entered an earnest protest against the
Proteine, record 2.18; Lady Thorne, record aabuse of the check rein, the next thought that
2.18J; Monroe Chief, record 2.184; Kitty ssuggests itself is the right age at which to re
Bates, record 2.19; Parana, record 2.194; cquire fast work.
Croxie, record 2.194; Keene Jim, record
“That “early maturity brings early decay”
2.19J, and a host of others but little less re- jis a very old maxim, far older than any
nowned.
vwriters on the horse. It is more than a max
The success of Mambrino Chief in the stud iim, for it is a law of nature that pervades all
was due to his having inherited the trotting aanimal and vegetable life. This law is not
propensity from Messenger, through his best 1limited to life when under the controlling
son, Mambrino, and through Paymaster, the aand restraining influence of man, but extends
best son of Mambrino. Their superior inherit- fto all life in its normal, as well as abnormal
ance fixed the trotting propensity in the ccondition. We must depend upon this law,
breed ; and meeting with congenial crosses of tltherefore, as an argument against early train
kindred blood, it culminated in one of the iiing, for under it the colt that matures early
most remarkable families of the present day. vwill decay early, whether he is trained or not.
They have revolutionized the speed of the IThe trouble does not grow out of any Jaw of
trotter, and scattered them broadcast over the nnature, but out of the violation of that law
Western prairies. Mambrino Chief came while she is carrying on her processes of
down from a speedy race of trained ancestors, bbuilding up the colt into the mature horse.
mostly of running fame. He inherited the T
The colt is required to do the work of a ma
gift of rapid movement; and having it trained titure horse long before he is a mature horse,
in and developed by artificial cultivation, he ai
and his powers being thus overtaxed we have
transmitted the education and the inheritance tlthe long train of evils and decrepitudes that
unimpaired to his colts. No wonder that this f<
follow.
breed attained to the highest rank in the fami lhe ordinary farm experiences with threely of trotters. They came down from a stout yi
year-old colts are very apt to mislead the
race of progenitors, that had triumphed on aaverage
’
horseman in his estimate of the ap
the turf in many hard-fought battles. They pi
proximate maturity of animals of that age.
could not fail to follow in the footsteps of A
A three-year-old that has been well eared for
their ancestors, and leave their mark in blaz- w
will do a great deal of light farm work and
ing triumphs upon the consecrated sands of d<
do it constantly without injury. From this
the race course. The trotting stallion, trained fa
fact it is argued that if a three-year-old can
and educated to exert every nerve and mus- st
stand to work along side of a mature horse
cle in his body to increase locomotion, will he
he can stand to train alongside of him. This
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training, and she was in only three or four
is true, provided he is not trained too fast, tr
contests. It was the pace that killed, and
A three-year-old would stand a great deal of cc
such a pace has always killed any three-year
training at a three and a half or four minute su
gait, but when you come down to the neigh- old
ol that was able to strike and carry it, half
borliood of 2.30, the conditions are all changed, a dozen times for a mile. After this great
performance we were just as fully assured as
The strength of a blow is in proportion to its pc
momentum or the velocity With which it is we
w are now that if the filly was kept in train
ing she would go to peices, and we plead
delivered. If we let a hammer fall without in
with her owner, Mr. Mackay, to turn her out,
propulsion we will not strike the nail a very w
and after rearing a foal or two by Electioneer,
hard blow, but if we increase the velocity of ai
the hammer we increase the strength of the that
th would bring the ransom of a prince, he
would have the fastest mare in the world.
blow. Just so it is in the trotting horse. At w
A three-year old that cannot be made to go
a three and a half or four minute gait, the
faster than about a three minute gait will
foot drops slowly and strike a very light ft
stand a great deal of pounding without bring
blow, but as we increase the speed we in- st
crease the velocity with which the foot strikes ir
ing marked injurious effects to the surface,
and consequently increase the concussion in and
ai he may go 011 to the next year and im
prove a little each succeeding year, but with
the same proportion. Hence “it is the pace pi
so little of natural speed he is not likely ever
that kills,” and there is no possible connection sc
to make a very great horse. Experience,
in which this axiom is so applicable. The tc
muscles proper may not be injured, but the tlthen, would seem to teach that you may train
tendons, sinews, ligaments, sheaths, bones si
slow colts, but not fast ones.
and joints are tender and immature, and they This view of the subject places us in direct
are not prepared to withstand, without in- ai
antagonism to three-year old purses, and we
jury, the concussion which is inseparable w
willingly accept the position as logical and
from a high rate of speed. The delicate ir
inevitable. If we keep the feelings of hu
membranes or filaments that abound in the nmanity out of sight, there are circumstances
limbs and feet become inflamed and diseased vs
where it may be for the breeder’s advantage
from the concussion, and the animal is a tc
to sacrifice a fast colt or two for the enhance
cripple while the grosser members seem to be nment in the value of others in his stud. If
in their normal condition.
hhe is breeding to a young and untried stal
If this exposition of the physical evils lilion, it is the most natural thing in the world
growing out of the fast work in the colt be tlthat he should seek to make him a reputation
true, we will be able to prove it from actual aat the earliest possible date, and hence his
experiences. We will not go into a long flfirst three-year olds are trained for all that is
enumeration of cases to establish the bad iiin them. A good performance not only gives
consequences of driving colts to a high rate <p
•position to a young sire, but in the estimation
of speed, for the public judgment does not oof purchasers it enhances the value of all his
require it, but we will take a single example pprogeny. To meet these conditions there
to be a necessity for three.year old
that may serve as illustrating hundreds of seems
si
cases. The famous California filly, Sweet- ppurses.
heart, electrified the world with her three- After the colt has trotted and won his stake,
year old performance of 2.23J. And we have tlthen comes a question that is vital to his wel
selected her because she was naturally a fast ffare. Shall he be kept in training condition,
trotter and had but little training to bring oor shall he be turned out into the fields? Nine
out her capacity for a very high rate of speed, nmen out of every ten will advise you to keep
She made this great performance in Sept, hhim in light training, and that he will grow
1881, and she scored four other heats that, bbetter, his muscles will develop better, he.
season, the best in 2.26. The present season vwill keep in better shape, and that he will
she is a cripple, and probably a hopeless crip- tthus be ready for sharp work early in the
- pie. It was not the long, wearing process of £Spring. If you turn him out, they will tell
training, nor the great number of severe con- yyou, he will cease to grow, his muscles will
tests that produced this unfortunate, but in- sshrink up, and he will get so much out of
evitable result—for she required but little sshape that you will have to rebuild him, as it
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were, before he is ready for work. There iss the other will not. This may be accounted
a great deal of apparent truth in this view ofE for on the theory that in the one family the
after-treatment, but we think more apparent' trotting leaven was less pervasive and controlthan real. When the colt is thrown back in ing than in the other, notwithstanding the
to his natural life and condition lye soon gets> breeding was practically the same. The gen
out of racing shape, but that he fails to grow eral fact remains, however, that the need of
as rapidly, with the same general allowance' weights, under any and all circumstances
of food, is a proposition we are hardly ready grows out of elements that are antagonistic
to admit, and that his muscles shrink up we to pure natural trotting action. In many
do not believe. The muscles certainly show cases it comes from the galloping habit of
less prominently to the eye and are less clear action, and when we find these two antagon
ly articulated, but that is not because they isms strong in the same animal, we are com
are shrunken, but because they are surround pelled to put on the weights, even if ruin
ed and filled up with other natural tissues. follows.
But, if we admit all that is claimed in favor As there are many antagonisms not yet
of keeping the colt in an artificial condition, wholly eliminated from some of our best trot
the great truth yet remains that the colt must ting families, we must take the colts as we
have rest, just as the weary man must have find them and treat them as an enlightened
sleep, to restore him. Modern experiences judgment may dictate. If a trotting bred
have been sufficiently uniform in results to •three-year old colt seems to lack balance and
justify the conclusion, as an axiom, that great fails
:
to put himself in trotting shape when
three-year olds don’t make great four-year he
] is moved, we would not hesitate to experi
olds. Where there is an exception to this jment a little with toe-weights, in his initial
rule it will be found that the three-year old ]lessons. We have no doubt that in many
contests were either not very fast or not often <cases they would facilitate the developing
repeated. The testimony of multiplied ex- ;process and secure a style of action that would
periences should teach every man that just as 1be encouraging. The great matter is to know
soon as his three-year old has made a fast 1how to use them, and no instructions can be
record to turn him out and not put a strap on (written that will cover this point. The plan
him for a whole year. If it is a filly, raise a tthat seems safest and most reasonable is to
foal from her while nature is restoring her to ecommence with very light weights and care
a normal and healthy condition.
f
fully
note the result under the increase. Af
THE USE OF TOE WEIGHTS.
tter the various weights are tried, then come
Our hostility to the use of toe-weights is down to the lowest that seems to be effective.
very well known and we have no apology to Two dr three short lessons a week will con
offer for that hostility. All experience shows firm the improved habit of action, and just
that where they are worn by fast trotters, ."ft soon as you have reached this point throw
through a protracted and severe campaign, aaway the weights. Light weights will not
they are most destructive in their effects. The ddo much damage at 45 seconds to the quarter
fastest trotter, for a spurt, that the world has °of a mile, but when you begin to reduce the
produced, has been compelled to wear these sseconds
*
below this, you increase the concus
obnoxious appliances, and after a few won- ssion
* by the rapidity of stroke, and, of neces
derful dashes she is now, practically a crip- sity
s' increase the danger of injury.
pie. Continued soundness with toe-weights When the youngster is able to show' a fine
at a high rate of speed is a natural impossi- sj
spurt, with weights on, the owner or trainer
bility. They have doubtless added many to isis apt to argue to himself, “Well, that is the
the list of fast trotters, but they have added b(
best I ever saw him do, and I will keep those
just as many to the list of hopeless cripples, w
weights on him.” Thus he gets it fixed in
There are some families to which toe- hifis mind that the weights increase the speed
weights seem to be almost a necessity, and ol
)f the colt, and he is afraid to start him in a
the lines of breeding are not always uniform co
ton test without them. This was the case
in producing those families. That is to say, wvith Mambrino Dudley in the campaign of
there may be two families bred in similar 18881. They were afraid to risk him without
strains and one may require weights while | thhe weights, and at last, with many misgiv-
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he gets here we will just nail him up so tight
that he won’t know how he got there.’
“About a week before the meeting began
Wild Irishman reached town, and went to
Dexter Park. Boyle was down there every
day, and took pains to be around when the
chestnut horse was getting his work. He
noticed that Wild Irishman acted very much
like an old trotter, jogging along in the pecu
liar style that horses used to track work al
ways assume. So he inquired, in a quiet way.
The First “Ringer” Caught in Chicago. of horseman if any of them knew Wild Irish
“I saw in a turf paper, the other day,” said man ; but none of them did. Finally, the first
a recent visitor to The Gazette office, “that day of the meeting arrived, and Wild Irish
the chestnut gelding Hunter, record 2.29, was man was to start in the three-minute race, his
now owned in Winnepeg, Manitoba. That competitors being a little four-vear-old bay
horse ought to interest Chicago people, be mare called Ella F. and the bay gelding Fred,
cause it was here that the sensational event that Sam. Cozzens, of the Stock Yards own
ed. After the judges were in the stand and
of his life occurred.”
“How was that?” asked one of the party. it was time for the horses to appear, Farrell
“Well,” continued the visitor, “Hunter asked permission to draw Wild Irishman,
was the first ‘ringer’ ever exposed in Chicago, saying the horse had a bad leg, and would go
and the last one, too, I guess. You see, lame if compelled to trot. The truth was
Hunter had been trotting down East for sev that Farrell, knowing that all his movements
eral seasons, mostly at Washington and Phil were watched, had begun to weaken, and
adelphia, and finally secured a record of 2.29, was looking for some chance to get out of the
which was about as fast as he wanted to go. hole, when the request was made, Mr. H. H.
Bob Farrell, who has had charge of II. C. Yates, who was one of the judges, and an
Pate’s trotters for the past two years, was old-time owner and driver of trotters him
driving him then, and in the winter of 1876-7 self, went and looked Wild Irishman over
Bob and C. T. Yoder, who owned the horse, carefully. One of his knees was certainly
concluded that it would be a great scheme to enlarged, but the swelling was no worse than
come West with him and pluck a few suck when the horse reached Chicago, and the
ers by trotting him in slow classes, where he judges decided that he must start.
“About the time that this matter was set
had no business to be. Neither of them had
ever been in this part of the country, and I tled, a very smooth-talking man came up to
suppose they imagined Chicago was a country Boyle and introduced himself as Dr. Barron,
town, full of innocent young men, who didn’t of Trenton, N. .1. Nothing interested him so
know enough to get under shelter when it much as trotting, lie said, and he would es
rained. There was to be a trotting meeting teem it a personal favor if Mr. Boyle would
given here in the spring of 1877, and they allow him to sit in the judges’ stand, where
concluded to be on hand and sweep in what lie could have a good view of the race. Boyle,
loose change the Chicago boys had. So they who is the soul of good nature, at once took
entered Hunter in three races—the 3.00, 2.45 ‘Dr. Barron' into the stand and introduced
and 2.40, calling him Wild Irishman. Billy him to the judges. The docter was very af
Boyle was Secretary of Dexter Park then, fable, and when a few bottles of Extra Dry
and I happened to be present when he opened were sent to the judges, he helped to dispose
the entry. The horse entered from some of them.
“When the race was begun Wild Irishman
where in Virginia, Farrell using' an assumed
name. Boyle read the letter over very care won the first and second heats in about 2.3.5.
with Ella F. second each time, and willing to
fully three or four times.
be first. In the third heat she fairly out-trot
“This fellow is a ringer,” he said to me.
ted the chestnut, and beat him home in 2.34.
■‘Is he?” said I.
“ ‘You bet he is.’ replied Boyle, ‘and when This made Farrell mad. and I guess he talked

ings, they started him without them and he
trotted the best race of his life. To put our
views in the briefest form we would say:
Never use them where it is possible to get
along without them. Use them only to balance
and square the action of the colt, and then
throw them away. If the colt cannot learn
to go without .them, sell him and the toe
weights with him.— Wallace’s Monthly.
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a little. Anyhow, he was told by the Ella F. ish or defect, good sound legs and feet, a
party, that if he made that mare lower het symmetrical body, wind, eyesight. Action
record any more his horse would be protested. is contributed by the mare in regard to force,
In the fourth heat Wild Irishman went for by the sire with regard to direction. These
all that he was worth, ana the little mare had are influenced by the deep shoulder, the mod
to trot the mile in 2.32 to beat him—which erate arm, length, and muscularity of the
was a pretty merry clip for a four-year-old forearm, a well-defined trapezium at the back
to go a fourth heat over Dexter Park.
of the knee, and well-defined sesamoid bones
“Then the trouble began. The boy who at the upper posterior portion of the fetlock,
rubbed Ella F. went into the judges’ stand shortness from the knee down, length in all
and protested Wild Irishman, on the ground bones, capability of mobility in the super
that his real name was Hunter, and that he structure. Good shoulders are deep and well
had a record of 2.29. The judges sent for laid back in all good horses. Quality in the
Farrell, and told him what had been done. hind quarters is determined by proportion of
Farrell declared that Wild Irishman was all parts—loins, thighs, gaskins, clean, bold
right; but when Billy Boyle got out the rules hocks, the point of the hock in all cases well
and read that iron-clad affidavit, provided for defined. We thus have considered the bases
such cases by Secretary Vail, to him, he of speed, action, endurance. Beauty of pro
weakened. He couldn’t take the oath, he portion and style of movement are features
said, and then, seeing- that the game was up, no harness, hack, or hunter breeder can afford
told all about the affair, and begged the judges to despise, and the same holds good in regard
to have mercy on him. He was in a strange to heavy draft horse stock for export.
country, he said, far from home and out of Leading breeders have always a high stan
money, and he told his story so eloquently dard as a fixed aim; in some cases their ef
and wept so profusely that the judges’ hearts forts excel, in others fall short of their beau
were softened, and they contented themselves ideal. When the latter is the case the mare is
with expelling the horse.
invariably at fault. An upstanding roomy
“When the protest was made Billy Boyle mare—that is, one with a lofty forehand, a
noticed that ‘Dr. Barron’ left the judges stand long barrel, well coupled up or ribbed home,
very suddenly, and went out of the gate as if wide across the hips, deep at fore and back
he was in a hurry to get somewhere. After rib, evincing gentle obliquity, but no droop
the trouble was over, Farrell told Boyle that in the quarter, on short, flat, lean legs—this
‘Dr. Barron' was none other than Yoder, the would be the broodmare of our choice to re
owner of Hunter, who had come all the way coup outlay.
from Washington to see his 2.29 horse win a Mares with their first foals require the
three-minute race.”—Breeder's Gazette.
greatest attention. The mare should be served
nine days after foaling and again tried at the
end of a fortnight. If the mare then refuses
Tlie Broodmare.
it is conclusive, but if should she stand
The object we have in view in horse-breed she must be tried on the termination of
ing should be an annual improvement. The another fourteen days interval. Mares have
investment is remunerative when applied to a strong aversion to smells—viz., tar, carrion,
good shape, soundness, and vigorous action, vegetable putrefaction. The leaves of the
combined with the stoutest and most fashion willow and savin are equally obnoxious.
able blood in the several classes. Horse-breed Pine varnish is the material that should he
ing can only pay by the breeding of the very used, rather than tar for palings. All excite
best, for which the demand exceeds the sup ment should be avoided—the neighing of en
ply, which phase of the case has ruled strong tires, etc.
for two years without alteration : the difficulty For foaling, a roomy, sheltered, and wellis to get horses good enough for the best Lon ventilated box is a desideratum. No draught,
don trade.
nicely littered down, level and soft in surface,
It is important to regard constitution in the not too deep. The mare must be watered
parentage, apart from the essential consider three times a day. Mares in this season are
ation of size, freedom from hereditary blent- liable to gorge themselves with clean litter.
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and they frequently exhibit a morbid appetite, 1however, the almost undivided attention, in
the whole heart and soul of a man whose
which must be restrained. Therefore dry, fact,
1
used litter, taken from under other horses, is <capabilities are nearly allied to those of the
poet or the painter; for this reason few
the best for present use. Register the time great
<
when the mare should foal down. Ten days ssuch animals are rescued from oblivion. The
before she is likely to foal make the necessary <dictionary has all the words; master-pieces in
are not plenty; canvas and pigment
preparations and frequently examine her at literature
1
least twice or three times a day without dis- ;abound the world over—the world knows but
turbing them, and as the event nears a 110c- :few great pictures; each generation knows
one king or queen of the turf. The union
turnal visit or two must be paid. A roomy but
I
mare, naturally fed, neither too gross nor too 1of sensitive, highly-wrought, nervous organi
poor, seldom requires external aid. A waxy :zation, on the part of equine and human, re
substance on the teat, a sinking and expansion 1quires for its delicate balance an opposition
of the pelvis, rendering the act of parturition of
< sex, therefore the queen is greater than the
easy, are unmistakable signs. After deliver) king; for this reason the wildest stallions are
the mare will lick her foal; leave her to it, often quiet and docile to the magic touch of
but watch the placenta or afterbirth that it a woman’s hand upon the lines; and should
does not recede, and when it has come away such a woman as Middy Morgan devote her
remove it. Give the mare a nice pailful of life’s best efforts to the cultivation of a stal
warm linseed gruel, succeeded by a bran lion’s speed, the king would be greater than
mash. Get the foal to suck as soon as you the queen. The control of great speed is a
conveniently can. In any case of any diffi sympathic magnetism, and the organizations
culty or dcubt do not delay to call in your that act in accord must, for the acme of great
professional friend and adviser, the qualified results, be mutually receptive; for this rea
son the extreme limit of speed thus far, be
veterinary surgeon.
Most of thetreatments relative to the brood ginning with the famous mares of olden time.
mare except the cardinal features of first-rate Lady Suffolk and Flora Temple, has been
management applicable to neat stock—quiet, reached by mares of highly-wrought,nervous
cleanliness, supervision.—R. II. Hillhouse, temperament; or, in other words, electric
batteries of tremendous power, whose efforts
in English Agricultural Gazette.
have been stimulated by the ardent sympathy
and magnetic control of some man who has
Kiiights of tlie Kih’bons.
given the very best of his life to the purpose.
•‘OLD BATCH” AND HIS PECULIARITIES----GEN. Thus, Flojya was the master-piece of “Old
JOHN TURNER’S PROMINENT CHARACTERISTICS. Blocks,” as his friends fondly termed him;
How many great trotters have been the ar• Goldsmith Maid, the supreme effort of Budd
tificial product of patient skill and industry• Doble’s life; Maud S. of Bair’s.
triumphing over defective mental or physicalI With this somewhat discursive prologue I
organization: and how many phenomenal1 will now proceed to the business in hand.
trotters have been checked in their successfulI which, briefly-stated, is to record my personcareer by the ugly tempers, pig-headed notions3 al impressions and opinions of some of the
indolence or even honest mistakes of their• men who drive the trotters of America. I
drivers, can never be accurately known.. shall in no instance make any attempt at a
Suppose that nervous, flighty mare, Gold- biographical sketch, or even the turf history
smith Maid, had stopped in her career before> of a driver; but simply present my imthe memorable race at Buffalo, where she firstt pressions of the methods, skill, characteristics
began to show some signs of good sense, herr and peculiarities of some of the drivers I
name today would simply recall to the horse- have seen. I shall not mention them in the
man such mental comment as is now bestowed1 order of their rank or popularity, but hapupon Catch Fly, Queen of the West and a1 hazard, as incidents regarding them occur to
host of other speedy but, unreliable trotters.. me. The public judgment of a driver is often
Who can say but what the same possibilitiess far from being in accord with the professionexisted with each of them as with the Maid?? al opinion of his capacity, while both are
The reformation of such a nature requires,r sometimes strongly tinged with prejudice
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The whim or caprice of a wealthy gentleman a
man a bill of fare, which the old man dashed ;
sometimes, as in the past season, elevates the sit
order of talent that nature designed fors the
no <zside,
0 and said, “Bring me some supper.” E
got a good one and the most obsequious a
higher employment than the manipulation• no
of te.
nof th.
tention. At first sight one would not thin
foot-hook, bandages and rub rags to the manlanthe
agement of great trotters. .Such cases re- it old man could drive a race at all, or ths
it would be safe for him to sit in a sulky ; bi
quire the mantle of charity for the driver, reas he
Sas
he
he error is that of the employer, rather than me drives very well indeed, uses good jude
han merit, knows his place and keeps it, does no
the employe.
squeal and is rarely ever complained of bAs a beginning for my sketches, the name otk
mie
others.
From present reports he will likeli
of one of the oldest and most eccentric drivers ma
manage more trotters next season, all hi
occurs to me, uncle Jack Batchelor, ers
of ow
of ing
own, however. The flaming specs and flow
?hIST'i’ v tK-11’ weazened’ withered old man,
an ing
with old-fashioned steel-bowed specs, which
the night-shirt are liable in the future, as ii
ich ind
the past, to be the oriflame of victory and the
^™ln^e^lky. Dressed in the plainanindices
by which tenderfoot reporters can
t attne, with a light-colored cotton blouse, tell
S.e’ Um wbere AIatt|e Graham is in the race,
that as it flutters to the wind behind the rapid
L ncle Jack will pardon my too great familiarstrides of Mattie Graham reminds one ofaida ity
lty with Ins idiosyncrasies; it is the fate of
mght-shirt, he altogether presents exactly thea fam
he fame
opposite of one’s ideal of the driver of a racebier to be dealt with by garrulous scrib3e- biers.
horse. But those who know him never for- J<
>r- sma
John E. Turner, alias “Hie general,” is a
get that he is a driver, and that behind those
'
se
small,
old specs a keen glance often spies the way die-! compactly-built, neatly-dressed, miday adle-aged
man, who would pass anywhere for
to victory. Neither do the other drivers ever
str
er « staid and sedate broker or bank’officer; he
enTd 1 ‘h the Slmht °'d ma" isa^ame chick- is re
k- com
is leputed to be the wealthiest driver in the
c
“ t1h°^U^hbred " hose throat never
country; and these two facts have some rela
er tive
• iscs the slightest taint of cowardice. Some
te his
ive significance. He applies to the race-track
ago, in the Illinois circuit, when Mattie
ie
his
natural aptitude for businass. In the
uas first beginning to be considered, the sulk
le
sulky,
judges at a certain place thought she might a m with his brilliant colors, he looksa»ed •
d a more subdued shade than bright green’
i T'1',’"'d u,,dertook to Change
:-e woul
would be appropriate to his venerable and
' ' I i'"’...
‘‘ ; i"’k
"this mareismine
digm
ie
dignified
demeanor, but possibly not more in
■ nd I wd drive her where I please, you put accoi
it
accord
with
his resolute and unsubdued spirit
> " behind her and if he drives her to the Tun.
e I urner is a thoughtful and astute man. his
2 "Wv
-------- ------- outofthe meth
methods
in the sulky are rigid and mechanisulk?. Xo change was made. Last July,e cal,
I
cal, bbut usually well-timed and effective- he
n the evening, after Mattie had trotted ‘a, sits
good game race at Chicago, Uncle Jack wend-a sits
batonbolt upright and carries his whip like the
baton of a field marshal. Turner’s name is
t l 1ms wav to the Sherman House to recuper-- intim
intimately
associated with the career of mam
■ e lms wasted energies, the old man’s plain of
on
i
of
our
great
trotters, but the two T’s will be
•<ttne aiHl muinposmg phySiquc did not itn. |o
longest
remembered,
Thorne and Turner
ess the lordly waiterat table with the notion Turin
1 urner
thut In, would pay for prompt looking after,i the
re and Thorne. Hannis. Trinket and
he rest,
lew i iter was at the same table., and notic- they
b game and speedy trotters, though
• they be fade into the background beside the
t II nl i"m
e"ga«'ed
Jack in the
the no
noupariel of race-horses, Thorne. The
k about Mattm. but even this interesting acme,
acme
would mu serve always to allay the with tof Turner’s success has been reached
with this trotter, or will be when Thorne
Xa i
A, ,ast’a«<wvain efforts drops
drops
. '
the attention of a waiter, he sudden- store his record. Fortune can not have in
store for man many such prizes. Thorne
o hi in'1 "f"
'1 dplivei'i,,g UH admiliotion could
could inot down the record, blithe could by
his mare to go along when in a close place, determ
determined effort, down “the gang" in 1882.
«< e< with - I’ll have some supper or I’ll I doub
I doubt whether Turner’s taste or capacity
«' ^-wthing else." which brought him runs in
' runs in the way of successfully manipulating
e.v.tors,aplenty. The first one handed him ' horses
horses with which ho is not familiar.- doubt’-
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less he can master the mysteries of such trot- I| of books. As the years roll by they bring
ters as he undertakes to study, but his talent him no breadth of view beyond his own barn
is not the superficial one of miscellaneous yard, and nothing is learned of what the
adaptability. Therein partially lies the secret world is doing, for that w’ould be out of the
of his monetary success. A good one in his sphere of the “practical man.” He is apt to
hands well stuck to becomes more than good. be the most self-sufficient of all egotists, and
Neither has he, on the other hand, the organ, when he dies he supposes that all “practical”
ization that would be in perfect sympathy knowledge will die with him.
with mares possessing the highest form of 3. Over-weening prejudice in favor of
nervous tein]rt;rament, and his success has not one's own—-This hindrance grows out of the
been linked with the names of such animals. affectional and better elements of our nature,
—M. G. T., in Breeder's Gazette.
and it is hard to administer a reprimand for
attachments that are so natural and so inno
cent. I11 very many cares this does not grow
Hui Frances, to Successful Breeding.
out of ignorance of the value of good strains
This seems like a dull and common-place of blood, for, with no small measure of skill,
kind of topic, that almost anybody W’ould every distant relative of distinction is wellseize upon and discourse about in an interest known, however, remote, and all his great
ing way without saying anything. In dis ness is a part of the qualifications of the
cussing this subject of hindrances to success, favorite of the infatuated owner. This ami
the tendency has always been to throw’ the able stupidity or mulish perversity, as it mayblame on this cross or that cross, and to elab more justly be called, is a high wall which
orately show that this strain of blood is not effectually encloses many men with thensuited to that strain of blood. In short, the prejudices.
trouble is located anywhere and everywhere,
4. Neighborhoodrivalry blinding the judg
except where- It really exists—in ourselves. ment.—We need not point out particular in
The consideration of the different theories as stances of this hindrance, for they- exist in al
related to different crosses is all very well most every neighborhood and everybody has
when we get to that point, but the hindrances seen them. They are not confined to small
are a long way this side of that. In attempt breeders and men of narrow views, but some
ing to point out some of tlie chief ones we of the most conspicuous examples are to be
will simply do the enumerating and suggest met with among large breeders and men of
ing and let our readers do the thinking and enlightened and broad views on all subjects,
applying.
except this. The element of blind attachment
1. Ignorance of what the breeding world to one’s own has something to do with this,
is doing.—It is a matter of profound astonish but there is a less amiable element that lias a
ment that there are so many men in this age great deal more to do with it. Two neigh
and country trying to breed domestic animals bors may see clearly that it would be mutually
with special qualifications, without any- defi- advantageous to exchange services of their
nate knowledge of what others have done or respective stallions, but each one is afraid, if
failed to do in the same direction. Probably he should get a good colt by so doing, he
they take and read a local, weekly newspaper, might make a reputation for his neighbor’s
and two or three times a year, somethii g is horse, instead of his own. Hence a narrow
quoted into its columns that seem to bear up selfishness prevents him from benefiting him
on their particular idea of breeding and this self for fear he might benefit his neighbor.
is all they know and all they seem to want to
5. The acceptance of and dependence up
know-.
on false pedigrees.—This seems like so pal
2. Too much dependence upon the views of pable a cause of absolute failure that it should
''practical men," so called.—The meaning of hardly be classed as a hindrance. But when
the phrase “practical men” depends very we consider that every falsehood, in order to
much upon who uses it. The man who al be believed, must have some element of truth
ways digs and never reads, calls himself a 'n it, so a pedigree may- be false and yet have
“practical man,” and he has a sovereign con some truth about it. Very few people have
tempt for the man who learns anything out any just conception of the extent to which
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false pedigrees are accepted and depended many very fashionable pedigrees worn by
upon. Some “sharp” makes a pedigree out weeds and the same may be said of trotters.
of whole cloth, sells the colt to an honest Agieat many men are selecting breeding
man, who claims a name in some newspaper stock on pedigree alone and without much
with the pedigree just as the sharp made it, regard to the qualities or capacities of the
and then goes on, year after year, trying to animals. This must necessarily lead to de
breed trotters. If anybody tells him the ped terioration and sooner or later to failuie.
igree of his horse is a fraud, he feels himself Diere must be a horse as well as a pedigiee.
very much abused and triumphantly “points With the pedigree and the horse unitid,
with pride” to the newspaper where his horse there will be enough failures without depend
is “registered.”
ing upon either separately. Alain men are
6 Contentment with second quality and <crazy to get a brother or sister of some gieat
distant relations. This is probably the mosl ]performer without caring much about what
general and most grievous hindrance in the the
t animal may be individually. Others are
whole category. A man buys a horse two 01 1looking for brothers or sisters of great pro
three removes from Hainbletonian, because genitors,
<
just as some of our most intelligent
he is cheap. He belongs to the Hainbletoni-1 sand enterprising breeders were looking, a
an family, and he at once claims ail the glories ifew years ago. for sons of Abdallah, because
of all the 2.30 lists of Ilambletonian and all Hainbletonian
I
had become so great a horse,
his great sons, when in truth the links cm:- aand when found, not one of them was ever
necting him with that family had proved vworth a dollar. When a breeder selects a
themselves to be of no possible value. Horses yyoung horse of good form and vigorous con
of this kind are scattered all over the country sstitution, with two or three of the best trot
whose only merit consists in having had aii titing crosses, on both sides, close up and un
illustrious ancestor, direct or collateral, in bbroken by an unknown or bad cross, lie has
some indefinite number of removes. Men aa reasonable assurance he will make a good
owning such horses seem to be infatuated sistock horse. If to this inheritance he can,
with the beauties in the distance and keep o; uupon development, show great speed and
cheating themselves and their neighbors ii. c<
courage, the chances of h:s success in the
their unwillingness to look at what is imine- st
stud will be very greatly increased. Still, it
diately before them.
cicannot be determined that he will make a
7. Dependence upon blood that may have threat sire till he has demonstrated it in the
been famous for qualities other than those we clcharacter and uniformity of the speed of his
seek to propagate. A great many men seem 1)1
progeny. The basis of the trotting qualificato suppose that the value of a pedigree de- t!:ion
' is in the pedigree, but the pedigree canpends upon its length. In other words, that "tot
c trot without a horse to carry it.— Walace’s Monthly.
the value of a handful of mouev depends u|
on the number of coins and not upon whether
the coins are gold or copper. They may real
Reproduction of tlie Dam in the
ize that a good trotting cross represents a gold
Produce.
coin, but they fail to realize that a non-trot
It
is
wonderful
how minutely, in nervous
ting cross merely represents a copper coin in tei
temperament the produce is apt to be a re
a trotting pedigree. We must not be too pr
production of the dam. The most trivial
severe in our criticisms of men. for not being ec<
eccentricity is apt to be inherited. For in
able to distinguish between the value of gold sta
stance: The writer owned a road mare that
and copper in a pedigree, for it is only a few ha
had a peculiar habit of brushing the flies
years since all our teachers insisted there was fix
from her front limbs in summer-time, by
no difference; indeed, there are some fools crc
crossing them and rubbing them legetbcr
who are still insisting that copper is just as wi
with almost human intelligence. No^other
valuable as gold. Hence the copper gewgaws hoi
horse in the pasture practiced the same effect
often counterfeit that we see appended to so ive
ive
many pedigrees.
O1.j plan till her own colt, that was left moth
erless at ten days old, grew up, and then she
8. loo much dependence upon jiedigree res
resorted to precisely the same means to lid
alone.— Among running horses there are her
herself of the same annoyance.
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Another instance is a fine illustration in
point: Quite a celebrated road mare had a
habit of working with the bit over the paved
streets of the city on her way to the driving
avenues in the suburbs. She would straight
en out her head and neck; she would pull
and haul and snatch at the reins till she would
almost drag the driver over the dash-board,
or suddenly snatch the lines from his hands.
On the road the habit ceased. There she was
a pleasant driver; but on the streets this
practice made her an exceedingly provoking
and difficult animal to handle. 1 After she was
retired from harness for several years, she
foaled a handsome colt, that in no portion of
its outward formation resembled her. But
when it was broken, and taught to speed to
harness, it developed precisely the same tiervous, eager hunching’ upon the bit that made
her dam so disagreeable in a walk or jog on
the pavements. The temperament of the dam,
therefore, should be a matter of special inquiry. In a majority of instances, a dull,
sluggish, nerveless mare, without ambition
for speed, will produce a colt that demands
the inspiration of the lash to develop his
speed. The more cheerful and courageous
the dam—provided it is not carried to the
verge of unsteadiness, fiightiness, or hvsterics, the more certain will the produce have
game and courage and spirit to excel.—LiveStock Journal.
Justin Morgan’s Sons.

Justin Morgan left several sons, only four
of which occupy any prominence among’ his
descendants, viz: Bulrush, Sherman, Wood
bury and Revenge.
Revenge was foaled in 1815, and dark bay
or brown, about fourteen hands and a half
high, and weighed about one thousand
pounds.
Woodbury was foaled in 1816, and came
from a large mare—larger than the others,
and was a dark rich chestnut, fourteen and
three-quarters hands high, and weighed a
trifle over one thousand pounds. His dam
both paced and trotted—had some speed, and
was a fast walker.
Bulrush was foaled in 1812 to 1814. He
was a dark bay, his mane and tail were very
heavy—his mane came to his knees, and his
foretop to the end of his nose, very suggestive
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oof Canadian blood. But this was wholly un
lilike Justin Morgan. He had a bad temper
aand more endurance than any of the Morgans.
IHe was about fourteen hands high.
Sherman was foaled in 1808 to 1811. His
ddam was a small highly bred chestnut or
bbrown mare of great quality, as. a saddle
hhorse, brought by Mr. John Sherman from
ERhode Island. Sherman was a bright chest
nnut about thirteen and three-quarters hands
hhigh, and weighed about nine hundred and
ttwenty-five pounds, As Justin Morgan was
nnoted in his day for ability to draw a heavy
l<log or stone-boat, so Sherman succeeded to
tlthe reputation.
The four stallions above named were the
bbest sons of Justin Morgan, and the only ones
ffrom which any trace of roadster lineage de
»scended, if indeed it may be said that any
ssuch quality descended from any of his im
nmediate progeny. Of these sons, Sherman
vwas undoubtedly the best, as he was descend
eed from the best dam, the only one having
aany pretentions to superior quality.
As to the speed of the family in the first
ggeneration, it is not probable that any son or
daughter
of Justin Morgan could trot a mile
d
i)in 3.30, and while the sons of Justin lived
uuntil as late a period as 1835, it is not known
tthat any of them ever produced a son or
ddaughter capable of trotting in 2.40. With
aall their admirable qualities, and the most re
markable power to transmit and retain them,
they could make no pretentions to anything
like speed or trotting excellence, however
clearly defined and well developed may have
been their instinct or natural impulse forthat
gait.
The record now shows that the lineal de
scendants of Justin Morgan are credited with
thirty-three performers in 2.25 or better, and
as low a record as 2.16J, and four with rec
ords in 2.20 or better. By what process of
breeding has this result been attained? While
much of our general progress in fast time has
been the result of training and progressive
development, it will not be claimed that by
such means the Morgan family has been
brought to the position of a first-class trotting
family. The analysis of the progressive breed
ing processes by which this has been achieved
affords us an interesting and highly instructive
lesson, and forms a fitting conclusion to the
pages of this work, devoted to the study of
our American Roadsters and Trotting Horses.
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See, whose four year old record of 2.19 made
near the close of the past season, stands at
the head. Col. West sold Midnight in 1878
or ’79 to II. Y. Simpson of Worcester, Mass.
Here she did not produce anything, and in
1880 Mr. Simpson sold her with the rest of
his stock at auction. The advertisement of
the sale may be found by referring to the
Monthly for April 1880. In the meantime
her foal of 1874, Noontide, had seemed a
record of 2.26 as a four-year-old, campa’gi:ing against aged hones, and a five-year-old
record of 2.24. Midnight was purchase d at
this sale by Mr. N. S. Churchill of I’arsoi stield, Me., for $.160. and brought to this State.
Mr. Churchill bred Midnight in 1880 to Red
wood, son of Belmont, and Bland'na, by
Advertising Rates.—One page one insertion. 10
Second insertion 8, and 6. for each subsequent in- Mambrino Chief, and owned by his neighbor
sertion. One-half page one insertion 5. ancl 3. for
each subsequent insertion. One-fourth page, or one- Mr. Edgecomb. She did not stand to the
half column $3, for one insertion, and 2. for each sub
sequent insertion.
horsd, and Mr. C., who was a breeder of fii.e
neat stock, and in no wise a horse fancier,
Mr. E. P. Bosworth is, until further notice, duly became disgustedwith the “horse business,”
authorized to solicit subscriptions a'nd advertise and exchanged Midnight for the bay mat e
ments for the Monthly.
Gleam, with Mr. Edgecomb. Her new own
er brad her in 1881.to Prescott, tiie best bred
CANTON, ME., DEC., 1882.
son of Harold, and in May 1882, she dioj ] <d
as the result, the chestnut filly Midnight
llidniglit, 1»y Pilot Jr.
(Queen. In the meantime Noontide had re
There is something in the changes and <duced her record to 2.204, and there were
vicissitudes which occur in the lives of cele- igreat stories told about the speed of Jav E\ e
brated horses, akin to those which take place SSee, (which by the way is simply J. I. C.
in human life. We have lately read an ac- sspelled out in full, which letters are the initals
could of the much-traveled stallion Childe <of Hon. J. I. Case, his present owner) the
Harold. He was bred at Woodburn .Farm’, sson of Dictator, and one day Messrs. David
and sired by the sire of Maud S. As a year- IBonner and Chas. Kerner of New York City,
ling he was sold to a gentleman and taken to ttwo astute horsemen, quietly dropped in up
Scotland, was afterwards sold to England, con Mr. Edgecomb at Rccltve Fairn, ai d the
later to France, and more recently to go to rresult of their visit was the purchase of Mid
Australia. The subject of our sketch was al- inight by Mr. Bonner for 0<‘, aid of Mdso bred at Woodburn Farm, foaled in 1865, nnight Queen then a two-n:oi.ths-(.ld fill) for
and was got by Pilot Jr., her dam being the >$550. Midnight was left at Recluse Fam: to
thoroughbred mare Twilight by Lexington: hbe bred back to Prescott, and here she re
2d dam Daylight, by imp. Glencoe ; 3d dam nmained until after her youngest son Jav Etc
Darkness, by 'Wagner. At Woodburn she 8See, had made himself famous. In October
produced the brown gelding Midas, by Wood- --lie was shipped to Mr. Bonner at New York
ford Mambrino, Dawn, by Belmont, Noon- City,
C
and now our exchanges bring the news
day, by St. Elmo, Beaumont, by Belmont. Hthat Midnight has been sold to Ex. Gov. LeNoontide record 2.20J, by Harold, and a gray h'and Stanford of California, and has been
colt and gray filly, full brother and sister to dshipped to the Palo Alto Stock Farm, where
Noontide. In 1876, before the speed of any s]she will be bred in the future to Electioneer.
of the above -was developed, Midnight was AMidnight is a gray mare 154 bauds high,
sold to Col. Richard West of Georgetown, aand when, we first, saw her at Mr. Chui chill’s
Ky., who bred her in 1877 to Dictator, hei bbarn, hitched in his tie-up with his cattle, she
foal in 1878 being the black gelding Jay Eye ddid not strike us as particularly preposscss-
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Of the geldings these two, both of which
were recently added to the list. No. 1, Gal
lant, black gelding foaled in 1878, got by
Constellation, dam by Morrill Champion;
Gallant has a three-year-old record of 2.50,
and although “off” during the latter part of
the season from an attack of pinkeye, he
ought to be better than ever next season. No.
2, Hussar, bay gelding foaled in 1879, got by
Constellation, dam Venture by Volunteer.
We have just completed at the office of the
Next comes the broodmares. No 1, SilverMonthly, the catalogue of Horse-Stock Owntail, dark bay mare foaled in 1865, by Gen.
ed and Mostly bred by W. S. Tilton, Togus, Knox,
j
dam Dolly by Lion Messenger; SilverMe.
ttail is well known as the dam of Knox Mor
It contains the pedigrees of 23 animals. At rill, Morosa, (trial 2.28) Dexter Morrill by
the head of the stud is Constellation, bay ‘
Winthrop Morrill, and other good ones. No.
stallion foaled in 1874, by Almont, dam by (2, NonpAriel, black mare foaled in 1867, got
son of Blood’s Black Hawk, 2d dam by Mam- 'by Morrill Champion, dam of Nancy Bassett
brino Chief, 3d dam by the race horse Gano,’ by Lon Morris, and Gallant, Hoiden and
son of American Eclipse, 4tli dam by PotomacI Kenelm, by Constellation, and a bay colt by
&c., &c. Constellation is an exceedingly well ;
) Telephone. No. 3, Fanny Eaton, chestnut
bred horse, and is the sire of Gallant, who mare foaled in 1861, by Bonney’s J.aton, son
with J. G. Morrill, son of Winthrop Morrill,’ of the Eaton Ilorse, dam by the Bent Horse,
holds the fastest record ever made in the son of the Eaton Horse, 2d dam by the Avery
State by a three-year-old. He is also the sire horse, sire of the Eaton Horse. Fanny Eatof Glenarm, who holds the fastest four-year-j on has been a prolific brood-mare, and besides
old record 2.50 and 2.39J respectively. Next others, has produced Flanker, Houri, Islandcomes Almont Burton, foaled in 1876, by3 er and Kildare, by Constellation. No. 4,
Almont, dam Jessie Pepper by Mambrino
Skip, gray mare foaled in 1865, by Gideon,
Chief, 2d dam by Sidi Hamet. Almont BurC dam by Young Indian Chief, a horse of Canton was purchased to supply the place ofn adian pacing origin. Skip produced in 1871
Constellation in case of the latter’s failure in
e the gray stallion Independence record 2.21J,
the stud which contingency not occurring he
n by Gen. Knox, afterwards a bay Ally and a
is offered for sale, and in now at Fairlawn
bay colt by sons of Gen. Knox, and in 1878
Farm, Lexington, Ky. No 3, is the gray
p Glenarm by Constellation, and in 1882 a gray
stallion Hampden, foaled in 1879, by Con
d colt (Kinsman) by the same sire. No. 5,
stellation, dam by Lancaster, thoroughbred
u Ethel, brown mare foaled in 1878, got by
son of Lexington. No. 4, Indus, foaled in
a Henry Mambrino son of Mambrino Chief,
1880, bay stallion by Constellation, dam India
f
by Henry Mambrino, son of Mambrino Chief. dam Maggie by Gray Albion, 2d dam by
j Conqueror, 3d dam by John Wesley. Ethel
No. 5, Intrepid, bay stallion by Constellation,
produced in 1881 Juno, bay filly by Consteldam by Uncle Shube, son of Gen. Knox.
lation, in Kentucky. In 1882 she missed to
No. 6, Kaiser, brown colt foaled in 1882, by
p Harold and was bred to Happy Medium,
George Wilkes, dam Fair Lady by Dictator,
jf No. 6, Coronet, black mare foaled in 1874,
2d dam by Almont, 3d dam by Zenith sou of
)v by Almont, dam by Alcalde, son of MambriAmerican Eclipse. Certainly a wonderfully
J no Chief, 2d dam by Whip. Coronet was
bred one. No. 7, Kenelm, bay colt foaled in
)V farmed to Geo. C. Town of Winthrop, and
1882, by Constellation, dam Nonpariel by
7 bred in 1882 to Whalebone Knox, No. 7,
Morrill Champion (full brother to Gallant).
j’ Fair Lady, brown mare foaled in 1877, by
N6. 8, Kinsman, gray colt foaled in 1882, by
ce Dictator, (own brother to Dexter, 2.171) dam
Constellation, dam, the dam of Independence
0 by Almont, 2d dam by Zenith, son of Amerrecord 2.214, (full brother to Glenarm). No.
jj.
9, Kataiidin, bay colt foaled in 1882, by Con ican Eclipse, 3d dam by Gray Eagle. Fair
2d Lady produced in 1882 the brown colt Kaiser
stellation, dam Silvertail by Gen. Knox, 2d
by George Wilkes, and has been bred to Aldam by Lion Messenger.

ing, in her appearance. Bather a coarse mare
about the head and ear, with a backward set
to the knees, that was decidedly objectionable.
She had apparently never known a harness or
a shoe, and only received exercise by being
ridden on the back by a boy. Yet this mare
is one of the greatest trotting brood mares of
the world.
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Z ’ 'if 1
?1C" at didU’f SC< m tO d() " ™b
Hion, with them. 1 will sav tLat j k],()w of o];e of
was Ins get I own ; he is full brother to Ben Morbav VV h°Ut n1 ?ld T°1,sey’ Just ^fore Mr.
filly foaled in 1880, got by Constellation, Zn
dam i, PU1l '"I gaVetJ1C old mare to one
Mi. miiKei
Parker or
of Hubardston, Mass., and she
venture by Volunteer 2d Jam i> a
•
i wan was in foal by Winthrop Morrill; I was 1 ueky
11I1OCLIOlioil
tlie colt
colt - -He
tt„
n
° to °o'et1 u,c
was four yearsJ
ZT yP rTf '^ApriMtook him to the
d n tlZ- g 111 mfr tldS faH a"d PUt llim " ith
1882, by Cassius M. Clay Jr Jnm u aria
• • tc-*oui\eaio
i"’ iT*'
stallioi,s: be bad never seen
S.>u-g0M,by Almont,,
V™»nte aZa a hack; I beat
b“‘ them all easy, and he pulled a
W
mfhe.d 120 lbs” ai,d 1 " oigb 185
Vorhse’. AMnliul,, 3d tliim by
wland
', K1 IbsZ/Z
,25
™
Black Hawk. No 4 Kinm 1
° ,
lbs->• , making 30
305 lbs.; in exercising him 1
mi <• I , ■
’ ’ Kalmia> bl°wn orblack
“ trotted the first
ld ni 1.19, and the next evening in 1 18 I
™. dm,kbyte ,« „„„gh
h’a si]]ky .1
Tagus, Me.
’ f0-. nc
Ie.is
ls Day
ba>’iwith black points, nigh hind
heel white, a sir
small star in forehead, stands 15
-——
hands and an inch
ii
high. He is entered in
We call attention to the characteristic
stic your
•'1,111 Monthly as
as T. B. Williams.
article in another place on “Hindrances to
to
Yours in haste,
Successful Breeding” which is copied from
°m
J. S. Dwier.
WaZface’s Monthly for Noy., and is written
ten
------- ------ —,
in Mr Wallace’s best vein. Who is there but The following
int The following letter will explain itself.
can call to mind within his own circle of ac
.C_
quaintances the man who is wrapped up ain
J. W. ThompsPortland, Nov. 21, 1889
m
J. W. Thompson, Dear 8ir:-In looking
igorance and who cares nothing for what the
over
vour
Month
he
over
yourmade
Monthly
world is doing around him. until perchance or clerk
i I find that either nn =elf
ce or clerk made a wild mistake in class 2->
“le«a”etliePmTeiI d t0
b'”^ badly The
The Commitees
Commitees n
left the man who does not read and has• that
in some castmark up the books so badly
as what
that inthevTeallv
some cases 1 can hardly determine
a contempt for any one who claims to have
re as
what
they :really' 'mean. It should have been
learnedanyth, ng from reading the experience
follows
ce as follows :
of others; The man who thinks there is noth- Geldinos 5 vear
h- Geldings 5 years old and over.
mg in the world like Ins own; But it is use- 1st Prem''$3o' bll
e- 1stWaterville
Prem.S30.blkg
Nathan, C. II. Nelson
less to enumerate, read the article, it will do
Me
Io | Waterville, Me.
you good, remembering all the while that it 2d Prem $ 5 blk
it j 2dLewi"ton.
Prem. $15.Meblk r g Prince, W. F. Rowe
does’nt mean you, but your neighbors.
Lewiston, Me.
I 3d Prem. $10. In
India Rubber Jack, W. D
Correspondence.
Harrington, Gai
Gardiner, Me.
Yours truly,
Spencer, Mass. Sept. 1882.
Mr. Thompson, Dear Sir:—I saw in youriA. L. Dennison.
last- number of the Monthly, the death of
Winthrop Morrill. I think that the horsemen, ; Tbe
The following
following s]
spicy letter from one of our
of Maine have lost a friend, for he was the. subscribers
subscribers who
who sstyles himself a Country
greatest trotting sire that Maine ever had *if’ Parson,
I arson, will
will be
be rea
read with interest.
hnd J Vv * Cl a,:CC- °f aI1',Le nra,rp be M
r‘ Editor, Dea
Mr. Editor. Dear SirI am in receipt of
had I don t know of but two or three of them the
the Oct.
Oct. and
and Nov.
Nov. inumbers of your Monthly
hat was what you might call first class. I I am well pleased
I am well pleased with contents. As we'
>ee by the Monthly that his season in Mass, “down East” are a
“down East” are a/ew seconds slow in time
a as a
an-, I will say a few words in re- as
as regards
regards the
the speec
speed of horses, notwithstand
ard to that. He got a number of colts in ing we are nearest
ing we are nearest the light, some practical
ns . a . u when Mr. Williams died they hints
hints now
now and
and then
then about breeding, feeding
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and training would meet a want that has been
long felt. It may be that we know’ better
than we do; so the necessity of stirring up
our pure minds by way of remembrance.
Sometimes there are murmurings among the
laity because some of us Clergy like a good
horse and are willing to expend a little time,
&c., to keep them so. And if we let them
skip a little they are horrified and cry out
“hosjoky,'' and all manner of naughty things.
You are not troubled with such things in
Maine, I suppose or rather I hope not. If
any man in the world needs a good horse, it
is a “Country Parson,” with all the staying
qualities that can be combined in horse-flesh,
and the stomach of the mule in addition, for
not unfrequently the horse and driver will
realize the good of it. It strikes me the Geo.
Wilkes stock will just do the “Country Parson” as he is noted for imparting great staying qualities to his stock. You will excuse
me, or at least I hope so, for trespassing on
your valuable time.
------------- >------------------- y
Winthrop, Me., Dec. 6, 1882.
J. W. Thompson, Dear Sir:—There
having been several nice horses sold in this
place lately ; I give you the account of several.
Mr. G. J. Shaw of Hartland, has purchased
of W. B. Bonney, the black stallion Knox
Morrill, by Bonney’s Knox, dam by Winthrop
Morrill, 2d dam by Black Lion, by Sherman
Black Hawk, 3d dam by old Withered, 4th
dam by Avery Ilorse, sire of Old Eaton;
stands lot hands high, weighs 1060 lbs., nice
black, very handsome and stylish with a very
nice gait and although never having been
trained, can easily show 2.40, and with a littie handling will be very fast; he is seven
years old, price $500. Also of J. Flanders a
nice brown gelding lot hands high, weighs
900 lbs., very stylish, sired by Winthrop Morrill, an extra nice roader, nice gaited, can
show a 35 dip, price $250. Also of George
Town one nice bay mare sired by Gideon
dam by Whalebone Knox; this mare is five
years old, 15.1 hands high, weighs 1050 lbs.,
extra nice gaited, perfectly level headed, can
show very fast and with handling cannot fail
to beat 2.30; extra nice feet and legs, and is
one of the best young horses in Maine, price
$500. There is quite a boom in Gideon stock
in this part of the State, and breeders are just
Mr.
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1beginning to realize the value of Gieeon as a
sstock horse, as he no doubt has more of the
(
Old
Messenger blood than any other horse in
1New England. I have lately sold to Thomas
(Coffin of Winthrop, a pair of three year olds
1 Winthrop Morrill, price $420.
by
Very truly Yours,
G. C. Goodale.
In the matter of the Colt Stake, as to
whether we shall admit colts into them which
a
are owned in the State but bred outside; we
]
have received only one letter in response to
c
our call. The writer takes, in our judgment,
p
an eminently practical and common-sense
y
view of the subject, hut we will quote him,
(
only adding, that unless we have a more gen
e
eral response from the breeders we shall make
tno change the coming year from the last in
tthis respect. We want the beeeders to re
g
spond before Jany., 1, 1883, or “forever hold
jtheir peace.” But to the letter, the date and
,
location
we omit, only adding that the writer
was a prominent actor in the Colt Stakes of
11882.
Friend Thompson
I suppose you are in
tending
to renew the Colt Stakes next year,
1
aare you not? I find there is some remonstrance
'in regard to parties importing colts from
Kentucky, or other breeding States, on pur
pose
to win our Colt Stakes. Now I don’t
I
1think there is a man in the State of Maine,
(that would be fqolish enough to do anything
0of the kind, as in all probability there could not
11be a Stake raised large enough to pay anyone
for trying the experiment. However, if any
body should try it, I for one should not care,
for I think we are now prepared with colts
well-bred
enough to match anything that
v
vwould be likely to come from elsewhere.
®Should they bring one and beat us, it would
only
be setting a stint, for us to try and wipe
0
0out. I really think it a benefit, rather than
otherwise,
to have competitors of that class
0
here and show us what we have got to
ccome
'
do. I hope you will start the ball to rolling
in
*
’* January.

Who can help us in the following matter?
I learn from Buckfield
tlthat the horse that Lewis Leavitt of Liver
umore Centre, stood at Buckfield a short time
dduring the year of 1870 or 1871, was called
Editor Monthly
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Vermont Boy, and was claimed to be a son1 of
of ;are old enough to start in these races he loses
Pride of Maine, by Old Eaton. William and
md fseveral years, and, as horses lives are not
Ephriam Bisbee (sons of Stephen Bisbee,
>ee, 1long at the best, he can ill afford this. It
Buckfield) are said to have brought Vermont
ont sseems to me that if a limit like the following
Boy from Vermont, and sold him to Lewis
wis iwere adopted for the Stakes it would prohibit
Leavitt, Livermore, and that Leavitt after:er- tthe entering of colts bred outside the State
wards sold him back to the Bisbee brothers,
g
Ji-s, simply
for the sake of winning the purses
and they sold him back to the parties they
a
iey and yet would enable those breeders who
had him of, in Vermont. Leavitt I under- 1
er- have brought stallions from outside the State
stand is at Livermore Centre, and William t
am to Maine, for the purpose of improving the
Bisbee at one of the factories in Livermore
we Ibreed, and thereby helping the public, to
or Canton. You would oblige a subscriber
ser eenter the get of their stallions and thus bring
by telling us in a future number of the
die tthem before the public. Have the purses
Monthly who bred these two horses, Vermont
mt “• ‘Open to the g«t of all stallions that are or
Boy and Pride of Maine, and what is knowu h
vu have been, owned or kept .for service in’the
of their breeding. I find no mention of eithth- SState.” If a party has a new stallion brought
er of these horses in your book entitled Maine f:
Bred Horses.
* no from outside the State recently, he will then
have the chance to enter some colts bred out
*****
si
side the State, sired by the horse, till such
We have just received a friendly letter
ri
er time
as the colts bred in the State are old
from a prominent breeder, and while it was
as ei
enough to enter, but he will be doing it for
uot intended for publication, we trust he will
ill the sake of his horse and if he be a really
pardon us for making the following extract.
it. V!
valuable stock horse, for the public good and
Of course I can readily see why many of not alone for private gain. You and others
the breeders in Maine (and justly too) advoo- may see many strong objections, to my suggestion, but please remember it is but a sug
cate opening the Stakes only to colts and fillies g<
gestion.
»
owned and bred in the State. After doing
gC
'g
all they can to offer good stallions to the pubb-
------------lic and encourage those using their horses to
Names Claimed.
break their colts, lit and enter them in the
10
A
Stakes it is discouraging to have some colt or Abbottonian—I claim the name of Ab
ie bottoman, for my dark brown colt foaled in
filly brought from outside the State (whose
coming to the State may uot be at all for the,e
y?Iambrhlo DudleX ™cord
purpose of improving the breed of horses3 2.22, by Woodford Mambrino record 2.214 •
but simply to win these Stakes, or colt races■s y(lain Muse, by Winthrop Morrill, 2d dam
in the State) carry off the prizes, they feel>] Lady Thornton record 2.27, by Mape’s HamWilliam T. Abbott,
that all their time is lost and their efforts,s bletoman.
fruitless. Yet, on the other hand, it is off 1boston, Mass.
course desirable that fine stallions and mares 7
of other strains of blood, such as Hambleto-s folMaud R.—I claim the name of Maud R
man, Mambrino Chief, Almont, Pilot .Jr. ffor my chestnut filly with stripe in face and
&c., &c., should be brought to the State to’ fore
w feet and hind ankles white; foaled May
cross with the Drew, Knox, Messenger &c } ' 1st,
rg 1881, bred by E.F. Morton, late of Thorngiving size, courage, finish and otherwise im-’ dike,
r ' Me., got by Defiance, he by Blne Ilin
proving the different breeds and classes of; Loy' ; dam Nell, by Plato, son of Gen. Kuox.
O. F. R
horses, but is it any encouragement for any 7
Thorndike, Me.
breeder to bring a new stallion into the State
unless he can bring him before the people
L
and how can he do this so effectually as through bayLotta.—I claim the name of Lotta, for mv
bay filly no white, bred by J. H. Dore of
his get by entering and starting his colts in Lev
Levant;
foaled in May, 1881; sire Gem With
these very Stakes and Colt races? Now if a ers
ers
dam
by Gen. Grant, son of Gen. Mc
breeder taking a new stallion into the State Clel
Clellan,
son
of old Drew; 2d dam by old
has to wait until the colts bred from his horse Dre
Drew, dam of Gen. Grant by the McKenney
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Horse, he by old Drew.
G. J. Shaw,
Hartland, Me.
Maine Farmer.—I claim the name of Maine
Farmer, for my bay stallion colt with two
white ankles behind; foaled May 10th, 1881,
stands 14} hands high, weighs 915 pounds;
sire Judge Advocate, by Messenger Duroc,
he by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian; dam Goodenougli, by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian.
S. M. Gile,
Sangerville, Me.
_____________
Questions and Answers.

Anapolis Co., N. S.—Please
inform me, through the Monthly, of the general character and ability of the stock got by
Anfield.
Answer.—Anfield was but poorly patronized while in Maine, and was not a sure foal
getter, hence he has but few representatives.
We do not know of any of his get that have
developed speed, but have seen some promis
ing youngsters out of dams by him.
Subscriber, Portland, Me.-—Can you give
us the pedigree of the sorrel mare Flora,
owned by A. T. Cobb, Deering, Me.
Answer.—We do not know the mare Flora,
unless it be the one formerly owned by Mr.
Geo. Hitchings. We have always understood
she was bv• Honest Allen,’ son of Ethan AlJen.
Subscriber, Lewiston.—Will the colt stakes
be open again in 1883? and what are the
probabilities as to location.
Answer. It is our intention at present to
open the colt stakes, and we gave parties who
were making a vigorous “kick” against going
to Portland last year encouragement that we
would trot the colt races at Lewiston in 1883.
The trustees of the Maine State Agricultural
Society are now considering upon what terms
we can have the use of the track for that purpose.
Subscriber, Corinna, Me.—What is the
fastest record of the stallion Richmond, formerly Billy Baker, also his exact age; he was
sired by a son of the old Drew horse; his sire
was bred by Ichabod Lancaster of North
Newport. Richmond was bred by Doty
Baker of Levant, trotted a few races here
then taken West; one Sargent drove him at
Hartland, Me., the first race he ever trotted;
Subscriber,
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I was in the stand, he then trotted him a race
at Rockland in a week or ten days.
ai
Answer.—We cannot give our correspond
ent the information he seeks. Who can help
us
u out?
I notice that Subscriber of Mass,, asks if
you will give him the pedigree of the Emery
F
Horse, &c. I think this must be a stallion
®
bred
by John Emery of Corinna, and was
b
sired by the old Drew horse; he was kept
si
awhile
after Mr. Emery died, by Lang Jones,
a
of
o St. Albans, went from there to Portland
v
where he was called the Richardson horse;
broke his leg there on the road, but they
gsplinted
j
it so they drove him but could not
trot him fast; he was bred within 40 rods
from where I now live. He was kept for
g(service on the same place where he was bred
phere in Corinna I think in 1872, then sent
j,
back
to Portland, was here only about four
n
months.
Yours truly,
David Quimby.
Fastest two miles ever trotted.—Two
years ago. the brown mare Manetta, hooked
double to road wagon with the running horse
TLongman, brother in blood to the great Long
fellow, trotted two miles on Mr. Bonner’s
three-quarter track in 4.35—the first mile in
g2.20. and the second in 2.15. On Saturday,
.
Nov.
11, hooked to the same wagon, which
J
weighs
v
155 lbs. and has a high dashboard to
0oppose the wind, she trotted, with Longman
aas running mate and John Murphy driving,
two miles in the extraordinary time of 4.27.1
—the first mile in 2.144, and the second in
22.12}. The mare did not wear breeching, and
ptherefore, outside of his taking the major part
0of the weight, she received no assistance from
pLongman. The track was a trifle dull and
gslippery. The first quarter of the second
nmile, was trotted in 34} sec., the second quar
t(ter in 33} sec., the third quarter in 32 sec. and
tthe fourth in 321 sec. The last half mile was
fidone in 1.04}. The pace increased as the dis
t;tance lengthened. Manetta is ten years old,
aand by Woodford Mamlirino, out of Malnmaison, by Alexander’s Abdallah, sire of
CGoldsmith Maid. She has trotted a mile to
ssulky in 2.16}.

Now is a good time to subscribe for the
JMonthly, and commence the New Year.
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is not ours. We copied the list as it was for
warded to us. Sec’y. Dennison charges it to
the committee who fail to make their reports
intelligible.
Mr. D. M. Foster of Canton Point, has a
gray colt foaled Aug. 25, 1882, got by Mr.
K. L. Norcross’ stallion Achilles, son of Care
naught, that all who have seen it regard as
almost a trotting wonder. The youngsters
dam is Alice Boone, by Daniel Boone, 2d
dam by son of Brandywine, 3d dam by Trustee
Messenger. We believe this is the only foal
that Achilles has ever sired.
From D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, we have
A gentleman living in Illinois writes us, ,
the Holiday numbers of Wide Awake
wishing to purchase a roadster stallion for received
,
'
r
and
Babyland.
These are two well known
breeding purposes. He must have the fol- ‘
and
popular
juvenile
magazines, and are great
lowing qualifications. “I want a horse with *
a clean pedigree on both sides, standard bred,1 favorites with the little folks. They are
not less than 16 hands high, good color, largee’ 1marvels of line printing and engraving
°
&
bone, good square mover, and will put upp From the Nonotuck Silk Co., Florence,
with a good record of speed. Must be soundj SMass., we have received a work showing how
and a good disposition. Would prefer oneB to use the celebrated Florence Knitting Silk,
of Gen. Knox’s descendants.” If any one hasg aand presenting designsfor Mittens, Insertions,
such a horse and will forward us a full de-_ Laces, Stockings, &c., &c. Sent for two 3
scription we will place them in communica-_• Clcent stamps to any address.
tjon with the gentleman referred to. These
qualifications are absolutely required, viz:' b Vick's Catalogue of Flower and Vegeta■ ble seeds for 1883, has come to hand as usual.
Standard breeding according to the rules a]
adopted by the National Association of Trot-’ and
j we are glad to know that the name of
ting Horse Breeders, and height of 16 hands James Vick, Rochester, N. Y., a name as
’ familiar as household words in thousands of
or more. A colt two or three years old,
’ homes, is to be perpetuated by his sons, who
standard bred, with promise of sufficient size w
1 will carry on the business in . the old firm
and speed, might do. In all cases state price. name.
Our readers will notice that Secretary
Dennison has corrected an error in the Pre From the Breeders Live-Stock Association
mium List, as published by us last month. Beecher, III., we have the Breeder’s Journal,
Oui attention has been called to one or two a monthly publication devoted to live stock
others. Mr. C. IL Nelson writes “In your interests. Price $1.00 per annum or we will
last issue you made a mistake. The colt Wes- send
Se it with the Monthly one year for $1.50.
ley you called three years old. It should be
From the Live Stock Publishing Company
two; and you stated that Suspicion took first P<
Portland, Henry A. Wing, Manager, we have
premium as 5 year old, but it should be re
received Vol 1. No. 1. of The Live Stock
Nathan.” Another correspondent writes M
Monthly. It is a magazine of 20 three-column
“The committee on yearling fillies made a pages,
pa
besides advertisements. It is hand
mistake in their report. They did not give so:
somely gotten up, printed on flue book paper,
Henry Dow 1st premium; they gave it to ve
very handsomely illustrated, and makes a
Janette, by Constellation, entered by Dunham ve
very creditable appearance. It seems to be a
Campbell, of Chelsea. Campbell was award- vij
vigorous youngster, already conscious of its
ed the blue ribbon, and has it now. The ou
own merits, and with a confidence in the
committee mistook Campbell's filly for Dow’s future
fui
that is characteristic of youth. We
very evidently.” We of course regret that wi
widen the circle, and welcome it into the
such corrections are necessary, but the fault fai
family of stock publications, giving it the
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lines tracing back to the original Morgan
benefit of a first-class introduction to our lines
horse, of which breed they are claimed to be
readers and brethren of the press, after which horse
it must stand on its own merits, to be praised, the
the best
bi representatives living.
corrected, and otherwise dealt with as all as- Tjj
The trotting stallion Onawa, record 2.221,
piring youngsters have been since the creation. was (driven a mile, with running mate, Nov.
Terms $1.50 per annum. Live Stock Pub- 10th, at Haverhill, Mass., in 2.184, which is
lishing Co., Portland, Me.
the ffastest record for this way of going on a
half-mile
track.
The brown four-year-old mare Nelliie B., half

purchased last Sept of Morrill & Gibbe by
John Turner’s stable won $23,315 in purses
M. F. Field of Newport, and W. W. freat last season, divided as follows: Edwin Thorne
of Boston, is proving herself to be a very $14,800;
*
May Thorne, $4,280; Croxie, $1,070;
speedy mare and one of the best of roadsters.’ Trinket,
>
$500; Daisydale, $400, and King
She was hitched for the first time to a sulky William $2,195. As Daisydale and Trinket,
last August and has had but very
who were considered in the spring to be aling; has trotted two races the past fall wi ’ mong the best in the lot, trotted but one race
niug ‘2d in each race easily and could have apiece, the showing is a remarkably good
won 1st. She has shown trial miles in 2.33,j one.
and halves in 1.144, and it is thought by.good
From the Home Insurance Company of
iudu-es seeing her trot that she can beat 2.300 F
easfly another season. Mr. L. Page is nowv New
Ncv York, we have the Home Almanac for
1883. It is one of the handsomest Annuals
taking care of her, and is having good sue-> 18g;
that has come to our notice, being illustrated
cess. He says she is very fast to the snow.’• tFa|
Nellie B. is of very beautiful form and stylishh throughout with views of American scenery.
IS
in harness, stands 151 hands high, and weighs
’g The Breeders’ Meeting.—The annual
975 pounds; sire Aberdeen, by Lysdyks
1
ie meeting of the National Association of Trot
Hambletouian, dam Thoroughbred. She me.
ts ting-Horse Breeders was held at the Everett
shows good breeding, both from her looks
d tin;
House in this city on Wednesday. It was not
and general appearance. She has a very mildof Ilargely
o
attended, but representative men like
pleasant disposition, but has a great deal o Me'ssrs.
,
Mali, Backman, Baker and Moulton
courage when in harness.
listened
to the reports and voted upon the
Subscriber.
hsl
propositions
advanced. The association is
, • Pr‘
The only brother of Karns is now used in
511 strong in membership, and Treasurer Grey
a work team on the farm of Mr. R. B. Conkk’ has the funds well invested. A code of rules
U11 Who bred both horses. While a colt the
he for the government of trotting contests, was
brother to Karus injured himself 111 jumping
Ug read, and after some amendments, passed.
a fence, and would never stand training.
lg- The one-judge plan was opposed and the rule
Nancy Awful, the dam of Karus, is still alive,
re’ was changed so as to require three judges in
and five of her foals are owned by Mr. Conklk' th
the stand when a race is pending. The rules
lin. None of them, however, except Raius,
US’ are so brief that questions are likely to arise
ever showed any speed, and that it would
lld under them which must be left to the discreseem that the ability to go fast and stay well
reU tion of the judges. Discretionary power is
that so greatly distinguished her eldest son
30n harmless in the right hands, but it is pregnant
came from his sire, the old sway-backed staltal’ with mischief when good-natured incompelion of unknown breeding and vicious temper
per tence is invited to sit in judgment upon a race.
that Mr. Conklin purchased from front of£ a An effort was made to have a horse take its
New York Butcher’s wagon.
,
a, from April 1, instead of January 1, but
age
the it was wisely voted down. The less confusion
Mr. John King of Olean, N. Y., is the it
lich we
owner of two stallions, full brothers, which
w have upon the turf with regard to ages
7ild
he calls the Billies. They were sired by Wild and
a weights the better it will be for the
by breeders as a body and those interested in
Air, by Young Putnam, by Putnam, by b
for- keeping
the records straight.-Turf, Field &
Woodbury, &c., &c., dam by Arabian Mork
tlier
I
Farm.
gan, by Billy Root, by Sherman, with other 11

240.

THE MAINE HORSE BREEDERS’ MONTHLY.

Will our friends who are in arrears for
the Monthly kindly remember us, and that
the end of the year is a good time to square
old accounts. There is an amount due us,
small to each one but important to us, which,
if we could have it, would add much to our
enjoyment of the coming holidays.

DEC.

i:in part payment a very tine horse 8 years old,
bby Gideon, which is quite speedy.

Sale of Kentucky Wonder.—Mr, Rowe
Emery of Frankfort, Me., has sold to parties
in
J Chicago, the brown colt Kentucky Wonder.
The colt will be remembered by our readers.
He was foaled in 1881, and can now, it is
Abbottonian, whose name is claimed in tl
thought, show a 2.50 gait. Price $500.
this number of the Monthly, is said to be
very promising, showing remarkable gait and Another Fast Emeline Foal.—Middle, N. J., Nov. 20.—In your last number
action. He is owned by Mr. Wm. T. Abbott town
T
of Boston, and will be wintered at the farm Yyou made a request upon all associations not
of Mr. Geo. W. Littlefield, Albion, Me.
nmembers, to send in to you a report of trotting
aand running events that have not been re
We hear every few weeks of a new lot of p
ported. It reminded me of a meeting which
horses shipped to New York City, by our jI attended this fall, the first week in October,
friend John C. Horne of West Waterville. aat Lebanon, Pa. I entered my bay mare Ray
His last lot included ten gentlemen’s driving Gould,
(;
dam Emeline, in the 2.32 class and
horses and trotters. Among them was a pair vwon first money. I will give you a summary
of blacks that could show 2.50 together, and 0of the race, as near as my memory serves me;
a pair of grays that can show 2.45. Mr. Horne I| may not be correct in every particular, but
would like to hear from partieshaving horses pplease accepf the will for the deed:
for sale, and will pay the highest price for Purse $500; 2.32 class.
good ones.
C
Owner’s Ray Gould, by Jay Gould, 113 1
’s John N....................... ’ 2 2 13
Sale of Katie Boone.—Mr. D. M. Foster Owner
C
’s Toronto Chief, Jr............. 4 3 4 2
of Canton Point, has sold to C. P. Drake of Owner
*
Owner’s Ike Medium...................... 3 4 2 4
Lewiston, the dark brown mare Katie Boone, Owner
(j
’s Lady Lear.......................... 5 5 5 5
foaled in 1879, got by Daniel Boone, son of
Time, 2.294, 2.35, 2.324, 2.29J.
Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, dam by Gen. Knox,
In the third heat my mare threw a shoe,
2d dam by Old Eaton.
ai that was why it was not finished in
and
Mr. H. C. Ellis of this place, has in his st
straight heats. I Write you this information
stable a nice pair of blacks, a gelding and a s<
so that you may take the pains to get the of
mare, 6 years old, that are a nice team, being fi
ficial summary from the Society of the three
perfectly matched, sound, handsome and in days
d: ’ meeting at the time. As I feel deeply
ii
every way desirable. They are owned by a interested
in the records of these colts of the
gentleman who will spend the winter abroad, m
mare Emeline got, I don’t wish anything lost,
and we learn are for sale. They are beauties f<
for in this race the third one of her colts gets
and drive as one horse.
in
in the 2.30 list, and all this season. No other
II)
mare has such a showing, and I have another
Pillsbury’s Knox.—Mr. G. B. Pillsbury w
which
I propose to putthere next season, and
of Unity, Me., has added his stallion Pillshave
three
more which are quite young, but
bury’s Knox to the list of geldings, and he is j
all give promise of being there as soon as
for sale, as is also his brood mare by Gen.
Knox, out of a thoroughbred dam. She is their age will warrant it. The names of the
now in foal by a grandson of Hambletonian. other two put in the 2.30 class this season are
Adele Gould and Kate Taylor, 2.19 and 2.23J
E. H. Nealey, of Monroe, Me., has pur- re
respectively. I hope you will excuse me for
chased of Rowe Emery of Frankfort, the 3- ta
taking up so much of your time, but the truth
year-old Gideon colt that Emery recently is.
is, I don’t know when to stop when I get to
bought of E. J. Murch of Ellingwood’s Cor- ta
talking of the old mare’s foals. Hoping you
ner. This is one of the best colts of his age in fit
find time and the will to get the report,
Waldo Co. Emery paid Murch $500 for him
I remain yours,
and sold him to Mr. Nealey for $550, taking
Col. E. W. Conover.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MY NEW CATALOGUE
ZZFOR 1882---Of 172 pages, containing valuable tables, with trotting
statistics up to close of 1881, with descriptions and
pedigrees of 246 high-bred Trotting Stock now at

FAIRLAWN STOCK FARM,
Adjoining the City of Lexington, Ky., will be sent free
to all applicants who contemplate purchasing, and
to all others who send stamp to prepay postage.

20 Fine and Highly-bred Broodmares
Bred to the Fairlawn Stallions, and

125 Head of Promising Young Trotting Stock,
Consisting of Young Stallions, Fillies and Roadsters,
most of them sired by
Alniont, EOccppy Yledkini and Cassius
K2. Clay, Jr., are

OFFERED AT PRIVATE SALE.
—There are in use at Fairlawn over One Hundred—

Highly-bred Broodmares,
With the Standard-bred and noted Trotting Stallions

Almont, llajppy Medium, Aberdeen &
Cassius M. Clay, .3 r.

AGENTS WANTED !
IN EVERY TOWN in NEW ENGLAND
TO CANVASS FOR

Tte Maine Horse Breeders’ Monthly.
To whom the most liberal cash com

missions will be allowed.

at the head of the stud.
It is confidently believed that no breeding estab
lishment in the world possesses greater facilities for
making judicious trotting crosses. Hence, parties
who wish to engage in breeding and raising fine,
highlv-bred, and fast trotters, and those who want
fast, stylish, game, level-headed, and reliable road
sters, have an opportunity of obtaining just what
they want at (Fairlawn.
A
lias alreedy sired fifteen trotters with
public records of 2.30 or better, and two with records
below 2.20. lie has a granddaughter with a record of
2.20, made in 1881; another with a record of 2.23 1-2;
another with a record of 2.28 1 -2; and a grandson wit li
a tliree-year-old record of 2.23 1-2, the fastest ever
made up to 1881. Only fourteen trotters entered the
2.20 or better class in 1881 and three of these, being
more than one-fifth of the whole number, are de
scendants of Almont. No trotting stallion, at the
same age, has ever made such a showing.
II A fiBl»V 1VI Bl>fi S'.VE has eleven of his get with
records ranging from 2.22 to 2.30, a larger number than
any other stallion except Almont ever sired at the
same age.
A BB isl KI&tE K1V, with very limited opportunities in
the stud, has seven of his get with public records
ranging from 2.15 1-2 to 2.28 3-4. No son of Rysdyk’s
Hambletonian has made as good showing at same age.
The Fairlawn stallions have in 1881 bad nine now
ones of their get to make records below 2.30, and two
to make records below 2.20, and six others of their
grandsons to make records below 2.30, a total of sev
enteen. The stallions on no other breeding farm in
America have made such a showing in 1881.
These stallions will he permitted to serve a

LIMITED NUMBER OF MARES IN 1882.
Almont at

Send for Circulars and Terms to

J. W. Thompson,
Editor A Publisher,
CANTON, ME.

Happy Aiertium at $ BOO, and
at $1OO tine season,

With privilege to return such mares in 1883 as fail to
stand. A few approved mares will be bred on shares
to either stallion.
The ONE-l’RICE PLAN is strictly adhered to at
Fairlawn, and THE PRICE OF EVERY ANIMAL FOR
SALE IS PRINTED IN THE DATA LOGUE. Those
prices will neither be advanced or reduced A SINGLE
DOLLAR until after May 1, 1882. Purchasers from a
distance can buy on orders at exactly the same price
as if present in person, and all stock sold on orders
without the purchasers seeing them can be returned
by the puchasers if they do notin every respect come
fully up to the descriptions given. Full written de
scriptions will be given any applicant who ontemplates purchasing. Time will be given responsible
parties at regular bank rates of interest.
FP.'T.^aKtgijfLpr further information address
WXliaa'w T. WITHERS,
Lock Box TU2,
LB VI X. rGV. i<l .

ADVERTISEMENTS.

iylf you wish to buy a TROTTER I
GPTf you wish to buy a
HORSE I
[ylf you wish to buy a CARRIAGE HORSE I
OMf you wish to buy a FAMILY HORSE !
jylf you wish to buy a HORSE FOR YOUR WIFE I
Wlf you wish to buy a PAIR OF HORSES, LARGE OR SMALL 1
iylf you wisli to buy a WORK. HORSE, SINGLE OR PAIR I
jylf you wish to buy a HORSE OF ANY KIND I

Do not fail to write and tell me what you want, or come to my stables and look over my
stock, and if you do not find just what you want, leave your order and I will try and till it.
My stock of horses now numbers some seventy-live head, of all ages, twenty of which
are Brood Mares by such sires as Almont, Alexander’s Abdallah, Volunteer, Thorndale, ('.
M. Clay, Jr., Cuyler, Peacemaker, American Star, and representatives of the Knox and
Drew families. My young stock are by such sires as Almont, Happy Medium, Prescott,
Gen. Withers, etc. I have purchased, during the past eleven months, nearly one hur.dicd
horses, and my sales during the same time almost equal that number, and purchasers can
rely upon tinding a good selection, at all times, in my stables.
X- - •
Orders by mail receive my personal attention, and tilled to the letter or no sale.
The Stallions doing service at my stables, are

GEN. WITHERS,
By ALMONT.
Dam by Ashland (sire of the dam of Edwin Thorne).
Second dam by Toronto Chief (sire of Thomas Jefferson), and

GIDEON,
Bv KYSDYK’S IIAMBLETONIAN.
Dam Dandy, by Young Engineer, by Engineer 2d, by Engineer, by Imp. Messenger.
Second dam by Commander, son of Commander, by Imp. Messenger.
Third dam Hunter Mare, by Imp. Messenger.
TEDBAQi
I Ennldi

fifty dollars for gen. withers.

TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS FOR GIDEON.

Mares from a distance kept by the mouth or year, at reasonable rates. Come and see
us—no trouble to show stock.
STOCK FARM AT STETSON.

SALE STABLES AT HARTLAND,

G. J. SHAW.
Hartland,

Me., Dec. 15, 1882.
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